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IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

Present: Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

G. R. Case No. of 1059/2014

U/S 326 of IPC

State of Assam...........................……………Prosecutor

- Versus-

Sri Philip Paulos.............................…………….Accused

Appearance:-

             Sri Jamila Khatoon,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor.......................For the State

             Sri Tarini Deka

             Advocate....................................For the accused person

Evidence recorded on : 27.02.2017, 22.09.2017,  09.03.2018, 

20.04.18, 22.05.18, 08.06.18, 30.11.18.

 Argument heard on :   20.02.2019

 Judgment delivered on: 07.03.2019
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J U D G M E N T

    1.   The prosecution case in brief  is that Ejhar was

lodged  on  31-05-2014  by  Shri  Nicolas  Boas  before  O/C

Doomdooma P.S. alleging interalia that that on 29.05.2014, the

accused,  Sri  Philip  Paulos  a  resident  of  Badlabheta  Tea  Estate

Pucca Line, had injured the victim Sri Domnik Johon, with a sharp

weapon, namely a “Kalam Dao” causing grievous injury to the left

side of his skull and his ear. 

          2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a

case  VIDE   Doomdooma  PS  Case  No.  311/2014.  Police

investigated  the  case  and  on  completion  of  investigation

submitted charge-sheet against the accused Sri Philip Paulos U/S

326 of IPC. 

 3.  On  appearance  of  the  accused person  Sri  Philip

Paulos in Court, copies of relevant documents were furnished to

him as  required  U/S  207  of  Cr.  P.  C.  Considering  the  relevant

documents  and hearing  both  the  parties  sufficient  ground was

found  to  presume that  the  accused  person  had  committed  an

offence U/S 326 of IPC. Accordingly, charge was framed under the

aforesaid  section  and  read  over  to  the  accused,  to  which  he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

                      4.    During trial the prosecution has examined 11

witnesses and also adduced documentary evidence, as well as the

seized “Kalam Dao’’ which was allegedly used as the weapon of

injury. One witness, namely Sri Paulos Mura, who is the father of

the accused was declared hostile by the prosection.
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5.  At the close of the prosecution evidence, statement of

the accused U/S. 313 of the Cr.P.C. was been recorded with reference

to the incriminating circumstance that have appeared against him in

the prosecution evidences.  Defence side has adduced no evidence

and plea of the defence is of total denial. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

6.  After  perusing  the  records,  considering  the  materials

produced, hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the

sides and the accused the following point is taken as 

(I)  Whether  the  accused  person  Sri  Philip  Paulos  on

29.05.2014, at around 8 PM, had voluntarily caused grievous hurt to

Sri  Domnik Johon by injuring him by means of  a sharp instrument

used for cutting and thereby committed an offence punishable under

Section 326 IPC? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

7.      Here PW 1, Nicholas Boas is the informant of the case

and a resident of Badlabheta TE Pucca Line. He has deposed that on

29.05.2014, the alleged incident was reported to him by the wife of

the victim as he was the Line Chowkidar. Thereafter he went to the

garden hospital  and saw injury on the left side of the head of the

victim,  following which,  he lodged an FIR  regarding the  matter  at

Doomdooma  PS.  Exhibit  1  is  the  Ejahar  and  Exhibit  1  (1)  is  his

signature. 

   8.     PW 2, Sri Domnik Johon is the victim of the alleged

incident. He has deposed in his examination in chief that prior to the

alleged incident, he had given his TV in mortgage to the accused
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Philip  Paulos  after  taking  a  sum  of  Rs  1500/-  from  him  with  the

condition that after repayment of the said sum, the accused would

return the mortgaged TV to him.On the day of the alleged incident,

the victim, alongwith two others,  viz,  Amrit  Dhanowar and Prafulla

Sebastian, went to the house of the accused to repay RS 1500/- and

to  take  back  his  TV.  The  victim has  further  deposed  that  he  had

offered the accused Rs 1500/-but the accused demanded Rs 5000/-

instead.  Thereafter  he  offered  Rs  2000/-  to  the  accused,  but  the

accused again demanded Rs 5000/-  from the victim.  The accused,

thereafter, took two “Kolom Daos” in each hand and gave the victim a

dao  blow  by  his  right  hand  dao  on  the  victim’s  neck.  The  victim

bowed  down  and  the  said  dao  hit  on  his  left  ear  and  skull.  After

sustaining the injury, the victim became unconscious and regained

his  sense  at  the  Garden Hospital.  The  victim was  hospitalized  for

about 15 days, and his injury was stitched there.

      9.    PW3,  Sri  Amrit  Dhanowar,  has  deposed  in  his

examination in chief that on the day of the alleged incident, he had

accompanied the victim alongwith three others viz Prafulla Sebastian,

Sanjib, and another to the house of the accused to repay an amount

of  Rs  1500/-  and  to  bring  back  his  mortgaged  TV.  The  accused

however,  demanded  Rs  5000/-  from  the  victim.  The  victim  then

agreed to  give  him a  sum of  Rs  2000/-,  but  the  accused did  not

accept the said amount and entered into his house and came again

armed with two knives in his hand and by one of the knives he caused

injury to Domnik Johon on his head as a result of which blood was

oozing  out  of  his  head.  Out  of  fear,  PW3  and  the  three  others

accompanying Domnik Johon fled away from the place.

  10.   PW 4,  Sri  Prafulla  Sebastian  has  deposed  in  his

examination in chief that the alleged incident occurred in the year
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2014, at about 8 PM. He had accompanied the victim along with three

others, viz, Sanjib, Amrit and another to the house of the accused in

order  to  bring back his  mortgaged TV and to repay a  sum of  Rs.

1500/- to the accused. The accused however, demanded Rs 5000/-

from the victim.  The victim then agreed to give him a sum of  Rs

2000/-, but the accused did not accept the said amount and entered

into his house and came again armed with two knives in his hand and

by one of the knives he caused injury to Domnik Johon on his head as

a result of which blood was oozing profusely out of his head. Out of

fear,  PW4  and  the  three  others  accompanying  Domnik  Johon  fled

away from the place.

                11.  PW 5 Shri Jonas Francis has deposed in his examination

in chief that the alleged incident had occurred in the year 2014 at

about  8  PM.  On the day of  the incident,  he had accompanied the

victim, along with three other, viz, Amrit Dhanowar, Sanjiv Dhanowar

and Prafulla, to the house of the accused in order to bring back his

mortgaged TV and to repay an amount of Rs. 1500. The accused did

not accept the said amount and demanded Rs 5000/- to release the

said TV stating that he had repaired the said TV. Thereupon, Dominic

Johon offered the accused a total sum of Rs 2000/- but he refused to

accept the same. Thereafter the accused entered his house, came out

with two “Kalam Kataris” in each hand and inflicted cut injury upon

the victim on the side of  his  head with  the right  handed “ Kalam

Katari”.  The  injured  victim  fell  on  the  ground.  The  accused  also

chased PW 5 and the three others with the “Kalam Katari”in his hand,

and out of fear they fled away from the place.

               12. PW 6, Smti Mariam Mura, is the wife of the accused. In her

examination  in  chief,  she  has  deposed  that  about  four  years  ago,

Domnik Johon had mortgaged his TV with her husband for an amount of
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Rs  1500/-.  A  month later,  the  victim came back  to  take  his  TV,  but

refused to pay the taken amount. This led to a quarrel and the accused

inflicted injury to the victim with a dao. PW 6 has deposed in her cross

examination that she had seen the dao injury, but not the occurrence

itself.

            13.   PW 9 and PW 10, Sri Charles Johon and Joseph Topno

have  both  deposed  in  their  evidence  that  they  hadn’t  seen  the

occurence but had seen the victim with cut injury near his ear at the

garden hospital on the day of the alleged incident.

              14.  PW 11 is the IO of the instant case. He has deposed

that the alleged incident took place in the courtyard of the accused, and

has also exhibited the “Kalam Dao” that was used as a weapon to injure

the  victim.  During  his  examination  in-chief  he  deposed  that  he  had

visited the place of occurrence, drawn on the sketch map, recorded the

statements  of  witnesses,  arrested  the  accused and filed  the  charge-

sheet. Exhibit 3 is the seizure list, Exhibit 4 is the sketch map, Exhibit 5

is the chargesheet submitted u/s 326 I.P.C. The defence side pointed out

that he had recorded the statement of the witnesses and obtained the

signature of the seizure, which the I/O has denied.

                15.  These are the evidences adduced by the prosecution

side.  Considering  the  evidences  brought  forward  by  PW3  Sri  Amrit

Dhanowar, PW4 Sri Prafulla Sebastian, PW5 Sri Jonas Francisall of whom

are eye witnesses to the incident who have identified the accused Philip

Paulos, it can be inferred with certainty that the accused had indeed

inflicted a cut injury on the head of the victim with a sharp weapon, ie. a

“Kalam Dao” on 29.05.14 at the courtyard of the accused at Badlabheta

TE Pucca Line.
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16.   Four  witnesses,  viz.  PW1.  Shri  Nicholas  Boas,  PW6

Smti Mariam Mura , PW9 Shri Charles Johan and PW10 Shri Joseph Topno

have deposed that they had seen the accused with injury on his person

immediately after the incident. PW 7, Dr Kajal  Chakraborty, is the Sr

Medical Officer of the Badlabheta TE Hospital. On the day of the incident

he had examined Domnik Johon at 8.30 PM at the garden hospital and

had found a deep cut injury over the left side scalp, extending upto left

year. The injury was opined by him to be grievous in nature and half an

hour old.  The victim PW 2 Shri Domnik Johan has identified the accused,

and  his  version  of  the  incident  in  his  evidence  is  sufficiently

corroborated  by  the  depositions  of  the  rest  of  the  eye  witnesses  as

discussed above. The intention of a person is a state of mind which can

be gathered from his acts.  As far as the mens rea of the accused is

concerned in this case, the injury sustained by the victim on 29.05.14

were beyond doubt caused by the accused voluntarily, by means of a

sharp weapon, with an intention to cause hurt,  after a quarrel  broke

regarding the amount to be repaid to the accused by the victim in lieu of

a TV that was mortgaged to the accused by the victim. The fact of the

mortgaged TV has also been established by the versions of the eye-

witnesses  and the victim,  as well  as  the wife  of  the accused in  her

examination in chief. Hence point no. (i) is decided in affirmative.

         17.    During his examination U/S 313 of CrPC, the accused

simply denied all  the facts,  whereas the prosecution side has clearly

proved that the accused had inflicted a cut injury on the left side of the

head of the accused following a quarrel over the amount to be repaid in

lieu of the TV mortgaged to the accused by the victim on the date of the

incident. There is no explanation from the defence side as to why the

case  was  filed  against  the  accused.  As  the  prosecution  side  has

discharged the duty of proving its case, now the burden has shifted to 
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the  defence side to  prove the contrary.  But  the  defence side totally

failed to discharge that onus.

           18.. From the above discussions I come to the conclusion

that the prosecution has established beyond reasonable doubt the fact

that on 29.05.14, at about 8 PM,  in the courtyard of the residence of the

accused Sri Philip Paulos,at Badlabheta TE Pucca Line, he had injured

the victim Domnik Johon with a Kalam Dao, on the left side of his skull

thereby  causing  grievous  hurt.  Considering  the  evidences  and  the

submissions  this  Court  finds  the  accused  guilty  of  the  offence  of

voluntarily  causing  grievous  hurt  to  the  victim  and  deems  it  fit  to

convict the accused Sri Philip Paulos under Section 326 of IPC.

            19.  In the interest of justice and considering the nature of

the offence, I decide  not to release the accused on probation of

good conduct as it will encourage occurrence of this type of offence in

the society and faith of the people on justice delivery system will  be

decreased by such release. Also, there exists every possibility that the

accused will commit offence of the same type without any hesitation if

he is so released without allowing him to suffer the consequences of his

act.

SENTENCE HEARING:

          20.   The  accused  was  heard  on  the  question  of

sentence. Considering his statements, facts and circumstances of the

case, the age, status and the economic condition of the accused and the

trifling value/ nature of the damage caused, I decided to deal with the

matter of the sentence of the accused in a lenient way. The accused is

sentenced to  rigorous imprisonment of two years, and a fine of

Rupees 2000,  (Two thousand)  which is to be paid to the victim

as compensation, i.d. of fine to undergo S.I. for one month.
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            21. As  per  provision  of  section  428  of  Cr.P.C. the

period  of  detention  already  undergone  by  the  accused  during

investigation,  inquiry  and  trial  of  the  case  be  set  of against  the

sentence  of  imprisonment.  A  copy  of  judgment  be  furnished  to  the

accused free of cost. 

             22.  The seized item in connection with this case, ie. the

“Kalam Dao” is to be disposed off as per law.

          23.  Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this

7thday of March, 2019.

                                                                  

                                               

( Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya)

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

            Tinsukia
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A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution:

1. PW1-Sri Nicholas Boas,

2.  PW2 -Sri Domnik Johon

3. PW3- Sri Amrit Dhanowar

4. PW4- Sri Prafulla Sebastian

5. PW5- Sri Jonas Francis

6. PW6- Smti. Mariam Mura

7. PW7- Dr Kajal Chakraborty

8.  PW8- Sri Paulos Mura

9. PW9- Sri Charles Johan

10.PW10- Sri Joseph Topno

11.PW11- SI Jyotisman Neog

Exhibit:

1. FIR …….. Ext. 1

2. Injury Report      …….. Ext. 2

3. Seizure List                            …….. Ext. 3

4.Sketch Map …….. Ext. 4

5. Charge-sheet .……. Ext. 5

                                                               ( Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya)

 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

      Tinsukia.


